
From:                                         Karen Shoemaker <kshoemaker@arcoflehighnorthampton.org>
Sent:                                           Friday, September 17, 2021 4:09 PM
To:                                               Ahrens, Kristin
Cc:                                               '(jmeikrantz@arcofchestercounty.org)'; Smith, Rick
Subject:                                     [External] Requested AWC information
Attachments:                          The Arc AWC Response for ODP.docx
 

ATTENTION: This email message is from an external sender. Do not open links or attachments from unknown sources. To report
suspicious email, forward the message as an attachment to CWOPA_SPAM@pa.gov.

Good afternoon Kristin,
 
Attached is a document containing information regarding rates and issues faced by the AWC programs of The Arc of Lehigh
and Northampton Counties and The Arc of Chester County.
 
We appreciate the opportunity to provide you with this information and your consideration of our issues.  Please let us
know if you need any additional information and/or have any questions.

Best,
Karen
 

Achieve with us.

Karen L. Shoemaker, Chief Executive Officer
The Arc of Lehigh and Northampton Counties
2289 Avenue A Bethlehem, PA 18017
Phone: 610-849-8076 Ext: 311 
Mobile: 610-704-3879
Fax: 610-849-6202
E-mail: kshoemaker@arcoflehighnorthampton.org
Website: http://www.arcoflehighnorthampton.org/

DISCLAIMER: This electronic e-mail message, and any attachments transmitted with it,
contains confidential information, intended only for the named addressee(s). If you are not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, distribution, copying or disclosure of
this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please
immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail, and delete all copies of this communication
from your computer and network. Thank you.
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The Arc of Lehigh and Northampton Counties



1. Total # of SSPs: 789 



2. Total # of individuals enrolled in AWC program: As of 6/30/21 – 455.  As of 8/31/21 - 451



3. The $ amount that we are losing due to the rounding issue/truncation (what we pay out vs. units we can bill) since the inception of EVV. 

Our average monthly loss is $14.2K. We always had non-billable units pre-EVV however, this has significantly increased since the implementation.  To date since 7/1/20, we have lost $192K which is the difference between what we are legally required to pay out to SSPs for time worked vs. what we can bill ODP due to this issue.  

Providers will continue to lose money as we are required to follow Labor and Industry (L & I) rules and should not be expected to continue to absorb this cost, particularly in person-directed Financial Management Services.  We therefore recommend changing how ODP defines a 15-minute unit to be the same as the L & I rounding rules that employers must follow to eliminate this issue (it is more than 7.5 minutes up to 15 minutes in order for employee to be paid for full 15 minutes).  

We are aware that the OLTL has allowed rounding because they defined their full unit for flexibility to round in accordance with L& I rules. In addition, we heard in several of the PA DHS EVV sessions that the state EVV vendor Sandata was built by DHS to allow “rounding for OLTL only.”  There are already several examples of how ODP has defined a day of residential less than 24 hours, a day of respite as 16 hours and 1 minute, so it would seem that a 15-minute unit could be defined as 8 minutes up to 15 minutes being a full 15-minute unit.  This would be close to how L & I defines it which is anything in the 8-14 minute range equals 15 minutes for wage payment purposes. 

4. Specific service codes for which we are losing $ and the $ amount that we are losing (reimbursement rate vs. what we pay out).

For the Time period 7/1/2020-8/28/2021	 	 	 

 	 	 	 	 

· W7061TE:  1:1 IHCS Habilitation Enhanced LPN  

Employee Paid Amount    	Amount Billed	      Difference

 	    $35,567.75 	        		$35,469.90	      ($97.85)

 	 	 	 	 

· W7069:  2:1 IHCS Habilitation Enhanced with benefits	 

Employee Paid Amount    	Amount Billed	      Difference

$454,167.66 	 	$366,998.19 	      ($87,169.47)

 	 	 	 	 

· W7069TE:  2:1 IHCS Habilitation Enhanced LPN	

Employee Paid Amount    	Amount Billed	      Difference

$349,598.70 	 	$277,213.75 	      ($72,384.95)

 	 	 	 	 

· TOTALS	 

Employee Paid Amount    Amount Billed	      Difference

$839,334.11 	          $679,681.85          ($159,652.27)



					

Scenarios where SSP hours worked and paid would not be covered by the bill rate.



W9798:  24-Hour Respite with Benefits			

Employee Hrs.     Emp. Rate     Total Emp. Paid     Units Billed     Bill Rate     Difference

24	           $13.82 	        $331.68 	      1	           $315.10      ($16.58)

23	           $13.82 	        $317.86 	      1	           $315.10      ($2.76)

24	           $13.59 	        $326.16 	      1	           $315.10      ($11.06)

							

         W9798U4:  24-Hour Respite without Benefits				

Employee Hrs.     Emp. Rate     Total Emp. Paid     Units Billed     Bill Rate     Difference

24	           $11.72 	        $281.28 	      1	           $267.22      ($14.06)

23	           $11.72 	        $269.56 	      1	           $267.22      ($2.34)

24	           $11.50 	        $276.00 	      1	           $267.22      ($8.78)

24	           $11.49 	        $275.76 	      1	           $267.22      ($8.54)



5. $ amount that is not being covered by the Admin Fee and what the fee should be based on our expenses.  

With our current Admin Fee of $231.21, we are projecting a total loss of $403.7K for FY 2022 to cover our administrative costs for 451 individuals. For FY 2020, our actual loss was $207.8K and for FY 2021, our actual loss was $255.6K.  



To cover our existing administrative structure related to managing the AWC program, it is estimated that our fee needs to be $309.25 per individual. It should be noted that we have had to add positions to support the additional requirements of the 6100 regulations and new AWC bulletin which have resulted in the increased projected loss for the FY 2022 budget.



We recommend that ODP establish the Admin Fee with each AWC provider.  We do not see how this can be set on a universal fee schedule. 



It should also be noted that we are projecting $50,000 in training costs for the required hours and topic areas of SSP and ME training as outlined in the new AWC bulletin.  In the most recent ODP Guidance about Wage Ranges and Hourly Benefit Allowance that delineates the AWC FMS Department-established fees,  the following list are the components that comprise the Department-established fee paid to the AWC FMS organization:

•	Wage to the SSP.

•	Benefit allowance (when negotiated).

•	Employer-related taxes/insurances.

•	Workers’ Compensation.

•	AWC Provider Liability Insurance.

•	Employer-paid health care cost considerations.


Training costs are not covered in the billing rate/fee paid to the AWC.  If the training costs are not covered in this rate and are deemed to be part of the Admin fee, this would increase our estimated fee of $309.25 per individual.



6. Is O/T still an issue? 

Pre-pandemic, the AWC program was averaging less than 65 hours of O/T per pay period (2 weeks).  When ODP rolled out Appendix K, our O/T hours significantly increased to 315 hours per pay period.  The amendment to Appendix K – reinstating 40/60 rule reduced our O/T costs as we saw the hours decrease to 160 hours, which is averaging more than double the costs of pre-pandemic.  The last 3 months are as follows: June 2021 - $5,538.14; July 2021 - $4,171.91; August 2021 -  $3,239.19.  In addition, we have individuals with approved O/T hours in their ISP due to the individual being unable to return to other programs for various reasons such as mask requirements or lack of staff.  There are significant staffing issues, with the lack of required staffing also being attributed to COVID quarantine/concerns/preferences. 







The Arc of Chester County



1. Total # of SSPs: 1144



1. Total # of individuals enrolled in AWC program: 616



1. The $ amount that we are losing due to the rounding issue (what we pay out vs. units we can bill) since inception of EVV. 

The average monthly amount is $15,000. We always had non-billable units pre-EVV, however, the amount has doubled since the implementation of EVV. It was on average $7,500 per month but with exact seconds in the mix, it is now $15,000 per month. We recommend changing how ODP defines a 15-minute unit to eliminate this issue. We will continue to see monthly write-offs for over-utilization, and other honest mistakes made by the MEs or SSPs but the huge losses due to the unit designation being exact would be eliminated.  



1. Specific service codes for which we are losing $ and the $ amount that we are losing (reimbursement rate vs. what we pay out).

· W7068 IHCS 2:1: Hourly Rate= $40.88 and we pay $34.08 in just the wages so the rate needs to increase to add all the assumptions. 

· W7069 IHCS Enhanced: Hourly Rate= $40.28 per hour and we pay out $56.40 for 2 staff wages. When one staff is not enhanced, it is still $45.24 that we pay to just the wages so the wages alone exceed the bill rate of $40.28. The rate needs to cover the wage in the wage ranges and all the other assumptions.

· W7283 and W7282 Home Maker/Chore: Hourly Rate= $11.29 per hour and wage range is $11.28. 1 cent does not cover the rest of the assumptions. 

· W7096 Supports Broker: Hourly Rate= $19.20 and hourly wage is always at the top of the range at $19.49 so the rate does not cover the wage or any other assumptions. 

· W9864, W9800 2:1 Unlicensed Respite: Same problem as noted above. The rate set by ODP does not cover the wages paid to the staff let alone the other assumptions, especially with the day rate since we frequently pay staff for more than 16 hours. It appears the rate was set on only paying for 16 hours with the theory that staff will sleep for 8 hours. That happens sometimes but not always.  

· W8095, W9801 2:1 Unlicensed Respite Enhanced: Same problem as noted above. The rate set by ODP does not cover the wages to the staff let alone the other assumptions, especially with the day rate since we frequently pay staff more than 16 hours. It appears the rate was set on only paying for 16 hours with the theory that staff will sleep for 8 hours. That happens sometimes but not always.  



1. $ amount that is not being covered by the Admin fee and what the fee should be based on our expenses.  

To cover our existing administrative structure related to managing the AWC program, our fee needs to be $325.79 per participant. With the current fee, that is a total loss of $699,160 per year to cover our administrative costs for the 616 participants. We recommend that ODP establish this rate with each provider. We do not see how this can be set on a universal fee schedule. 



1. Is O/T still an issue? 

There is still some OT occurring but thankfully, it has been steadily declining and August 2021 is almost at the pre-pandemic OT level. The last 3 months are as follows: June 2021-$9,446.20 , July 2021-$6,416.72 , August 2021 - $ 4,704.44. We anticipate that this will go back up when the vaccination/testing mandate goes into effect or the variant hits, resulting in changes to staff schedules. We are starting to see a surge in cases and hope it is just a blip, but we are monitoring that closely.   
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